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I. ADVISING PERSONAL INJURY
VICTIMS ON MITIGATING RISK FROM
THEIR OWN SOCIAL MEDIA POSTINGS
Frances Crockett Carpenter
Law Office of Frances Crockett
925 Luna Circle NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
505.314.8884
frances@francescrockettlaw.com

Counsel your client and get the
information ethically
• Counsel your clients about social media and how it could affect
their case. I have inserted a paragraph in my retainer agreement
which states:
By this agreement, you are hereby given notice not to destroy,
delete, conceal, or alter any information related to this matter,
including but not limited to the following:
The contents, privacy settings, information, profiles,
communications, follower lists, friend lists, photographs, videos,
timelines, postings, messages, chats, and any other content
contained or stored in any online account, including but not
limited to social media or networking sites, e-mail accounts,
bulletin boards, blogs, chats, instant messaging services, and
similar services belonging to, created by, edited by, or controlled
you from the date of incident to the present.
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Counsel your client and get the
information ethically
The contents of computers, cell phones, smartphones,
tablets, digital cameras, or other electronic devices, including
removable storage media used in those devices, belonging to
or controlled by you.
For purposes of this notice, the names you are currently
known by and include any other names those persons are
or have been known by. Examples of social media or
networking sites include but are not limited to Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn, Gmail, Hotmail,
Foursquare, and others.
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Counsel your client and get the
information ethically
You are to preserve and not destroy any passwords,
decryption procedures, network access codes, and any other
information and things necessary to access, view, and (if
necessary) reconstruct the electronic data covered by this
agreement.
You further agree to cease posting or creating online content,
including video and photographs, about the incident that
gives rise to your complaint/case as referenced herein.
By their signatures below, the parties acknowledge that they
have read this agreement, that it fairly and accurately
describes the agreement made by the parties, and that there
are no agreements or representations not set forth herein.
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After Counseling Clients,
What’s Next
• Focus on what evidence you may be able to gain to help your case
1.

2.
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Get the information ethically. Don’t friend or have your paralegal friend
the defendant and make sure your client understands to only friend
who they know etc. Before you ask for it in discovery do a search
yourself. If there is no privacy setting you can argue against defendants
argument for not producing the material because of violation of their
client’s privacy.
Draft spoliation letters and/or motions to preserve from the start. These
devices can ensure that opposing parties do not delete or alter social
networking sites, online blogs, or any other potentially useful accounts.
Individuals who have potentially damaging information stored on their
social media accounts may be quick to alter or destroy that information
after being contacted regarding the websites. This conduct opens up a
host of issues which are beyond the scope of this presentation.
However and as explained below given the dates of the post are able to
be ascertained, if you sent a spoliation letter and later learn they
destroyed the post after your letter you have a good spoliation claim.

After Counseling Clients,
What’s Next
3.

4.
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Electronic Evidence: I have attached as a separate document (Appendix
A) the federal rules and cases concerning electronic evidence.
Interrogatories should ask the respondent to identify all websites that
he or she uses to communicate with other individuals; the name,
account, or user name information associated with that website; the
names of all individuals who have access to that account; the last time
the account was accessed; and the individual’s email addresses, phone
number, home address, and other typical biographical information.
Likewise, requests for production of this information can seek printouts
evidencing each account and copies or screen shots of all photographs
and messages included within the account. Interrogatories should ask
the respondent to identify all websites that he or she uses to
communicate with other individuals; the name, account, or user name
information associated with that website; the names of all individuals
who have access to that account; the last time the account was
accessed; and the individual’s email addresses, phone number, home
address, and other typical biographical information. Likewise, requests
for production of this information can seek printouts evidencing each
account and copies or screen shots of all photographs and messages
included within the account.

After Counseling Clients,
What’s Next
5.

No Special Rules of Evidence Apply to Social Media. Federal and State
Rules of Evidence do not separately address the admissibility of
electronic data although some states are getting there such as Florida,
New York, New Jersey, and Delaware.
Currently, Courts have used the existing rules of evidence to determine
the admissibility of ESI, despite the technical challenges that sometimes
must be overcome to do so.
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The information must be relevant
FRE Rule 401 sets forth that relevant evidence “means evidence having any
tendency to make the existence of a fact that is of consequence to the
determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be
without the evidence.” Even if relevant, evidence may be unfairly prejudicial and
may be excluded on that basis. Evidence is “unfairly prejudicial “if its probative
value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of
the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of
time or needless presentation of cumulative evidence.” FRE Rule 403
Relevance isn’t enough. Printing out a face book post and submitting it as a piece
of evidence won’t get it admitted. Maybe you get lucky and get a stipulation that it
is authentic but even so many judges feel uncomfortable with that.
Do you have to capture the website or blog on that particular day when it was
alleged the post was made? No!
Authentication early is critical. This can be done early through discovery and
depositions –confronting someone with a post and substantiating that it is
his/hers.
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Authentication
Despite the novelty of social network-generated documents, courts have applied
traditional concepts of authentication under existing rules of evidence. The key
issue is typically one of authorship: Who authored/posted the proffered document
in question? Because of the increased dangers of falsehood and fraud with this
new type of medium, courts have imposed a heavier burden of authentication on
social network messages and postings.
Generally, electronic conversations on social networking sites (instant messaging)
can be authenticated under Rule 9.01(B)(1) by testimony from a participant in the
conversation that (a) he or she knows the user name on the social networking site
of the person in question, (b) that printouts of the conversation appear to be
accurate records of his or her electronic conversation with the person, and (c) a
portion of the contents of the communications are known only to the person or a
group of people of whom the person in question is one. This can be done by asking
the person in discovery to name their “friends”. In the absence of significant
corroboration courts have excluded social network messages, stating their
concerns with the website’s security and the potential for access by hackers. Again,
you can cross this argument off by asking these questions in discovery such as:
who has access to your computer, does anyone else have access to your Facebook
page, and do you share your password with anyone etc.
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Authentication
Profile pages on social network sites raise authentication issues analogous to those
raised by website data. In assessing authenticity, it is important to bear in mind
that essentially anyone is free to create a profile page using whatever name they
choose, so the mere existence of a profile page in someone’s name does not
necessarily reflect that the purported creator had anything to do with its
creation. Such postings do not require a unique user name and
password. However, if the characteristics of the proffered e-evidence are
“genuinely distinctive,” courts are likely to allow circumstantial authentication
based on content and context.
There are three common methods of authenticating a social network profile or
posting: (1) The first method is to ask the purported creator if he created the
profile and also if he added the posting in question; (2) The second option is to
search the computer of the person who allegedly created the profile and posting
and examine the computer’s internet history and hard drive to determine whether
that computer was used to originate the social networking profile and posting in
question; (3) A third method is to obtain information directly from the social
networking website that links the establishment of the profile to the person who
allegedly created it and also links the posting sought to be introduced to the
person who initiated it.
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Authentication
•

The most common method of authentication is the use of testimony by a witness
with knowledge that the exhibit is what it claims to be. Inconsistencies and
conflicting inferences regarding authenticity often go to the weight of the
evidence, not its admissibility. However, because e-evidence is subject to
manipulation and questions of authorship are often hotly disputed, the
requirement to “authenticate” is usually the most difficult to overcome. The best
way to overcome this is to get this info before you take the person’s deposition.

•

Rule 901(b)(1) Testimony of witness with knowledge. Testimony that a matter is
what it is claimed to be.
– This type of authentication is often used for electronic evidence, including, for
example, emails, text messages, chat room transcripts, and copies of websites or
web pages.
– Authentication is easy if you have testimony from the witness who actually
drafted, for example, the email or text message.
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Authentication
– Or you can rely on a witness that has personal knowledge of how the ESI is
typically generated. In that case, the authenticating witness must provide
“factual specificity about the process by which the electronically stored
information is created, acquired, maintained, and preserved without
alteration or change, or the process by which it is produced if the result of a
system or process that does so[.]” Lorraine v. Market Am. Ins. Co., 241 F.R.D.
534, 555-556 (D. Md. 2007). This is a great case to consider as the Court did a
great job laying out all of the evidentiary considerations in admitting social
media including whether it can be considered hearsay.
– Ask your witness the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What is the electronic evidence (i.e., a digital file that contains a contract)?
Who created the file?
Where was the file stored?
How do you know the file
Is in its original form?
Who had access to the file?
Did anyone edit the file?

Authentication
Face book for instance tracks down the computer or device where the
comment was posted. Trackers come in the shape of cookies, Javascript, 1pixel beacons, and Iframes. Face book has over 200 “trackers”. Further,
each computer has an IP address. Your IP address can be found by right
clicking your “my computer” icon and then properties then network tab…..
There are now companies that you can hire to do this work for you. One
such company is Step Ahead Social research. Even if a Facebook post has
been deleted from Facebook the proprietary software they use can go
back to the beginning of the posts, where the post was made, the device
that was used such as a smart phone or computer. A tweet for example
will provide data such as a time stamp, the poster’s id and screen name
and the application used to send the tweet. Facebook returns metadata
such as user ID, Account ID, etc. You can also buy software to but I advise
against this given you are now stuck with your staff being the ones who
must authenticate.
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Authentication
•
•

Rule 901(b)(4) Distinctive characteristics and the like.
Appearance, contents, substance, internal patterns, or other distinctive
characteristics, taken in conjunction with circumstances.
–
–

–

•

Rule 901(b)(4)
–
–

•

Metadata is a distinctive characteristic of an electronic record that can be used to authenticate it.
Metadata includes a file’s name, location, format, type, size, date, and permissions (who can read,
write and run the file).

Rule 901(b)(9)
–
–
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Email or text messages can be authenticated under this Rule.
Distinctive characteristics of an email include the email address or screen name, content of the email
with which the proponent is familiar, and/or testimony by a witness that a party spoke to them
about the subject of the email. United States v. Siddiqui, 235 F.3d 1318, 1322 (11th Cir. 2000)
Distinctive characteristics of Facebook may be a picture with a gun in it and the police officer can
identify that the gun in the picture is the same gun in the robbery and held in evidence.

Process or system. Evidence describing a process or system used to produce a result and showing
that the process or system produces an accurate result.
This rule is used to authenticate electronic evidence that is generated by a computer, as opposed to
simply stored in a computer. This is evidence that is a product of an electronic process.

Hearsay
Hearsay is a statement, other than one made by the declarant while testifying
at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to “prove the truth of the matter
asserted.” FRE Rule 801(c). If the statement is being offered to prove that the
assertion is true then the statement is hearsay and is not admissible unless a
recognized hearsay exception applies – FRE Rule 803, 804, 807. However, if the
statement is offered for some other relevant purpose such as to prove
knowledge, notice, or the declarant’s state of mind, it is not hearsay and is
admissible as long as it is “relevant,” not “unfairly prejudicial,” and is not
“privileged.”
Five questions to consider asking:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Does the evidence constitute a statement, as defined by FRE Rule 801(a)?
Was the statement made by a “declarant,” as defined by FRE Rule 801(b)?
Is the statement being offered to prove the truth of its contents, as
provided by FRE Rule 801(c)?
Is the statement excluded from the definition of hearsay by FRE Rule
801(d)?
Is the statement excluded from the definition of hearsay by FRE Rule
801(d)?

Hearsay
Commonly cited exceptions seen in social media evidence
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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Rule 803(1) Present Sense Impression
Rule 803(2) Excited Utterance (“The prevalence of electronic communication
devices, and the fact that many are portable and small, means that people
always have their laptops, PDAs, and cell phones with them, and available for
use to send e-mails or text messages describing events as they are
happening.”)
Rule 803(3) Then Existing State of Mind or Condition (“Rule 803(3) is
particularly useful when trying to admit e-mail, a medium of communication
that seems particularly prone to candid, perhaps too- candid, statements of
the declarant’s state of mind, feelings, emotions, and motives.”)
Logic also applies to Twitter, Text Messaging, etc.
803(6) Business Records
803(8) Public Records
803(17) Market Reports, Commercial Publications

Not “Privileged” Communication
Various communications (e.g., husband-wife; attorney-client;
doctor-patient; clergy, etc.) are considered “privileged” and thus,
not admissible unless the privilege is deemed waived.
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II. LOCATING SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTS BY DEFENDANTS
Michael C. Maschke

Sensei Enterprises
mmaschke@senseient.com
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III. Discovery
Requests regarding
Social Media
Accounts
ROBERT J. KASIETA
KASIETA LEGAL GROUP, LLC
RJKASIETA@KASIETA.COM

Fundamentals
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List of all social media accounts



Get passwords, if possible



Remember informal discovery
techniques

Demands to Admit
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Authenticity of posts



Foundation of photos

Request to Produce
Documents
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 Produce

copies of all posts

 Produce

all messaging

Depositions

 Screenshots
 Leading

as exhibits

questions

 Have

a computer and
printer

 Depose
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Facebook friends

IV. Spoliation
Warning Letters
ROBERT J. KASIETA
KASIETA LEGAL GROUP, LLC
RJKASIETA@KASIETA.COM
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Strategies



Hope for destruction
 Depending

on spoliation law
of jurisdiction



Preservation in native format
 Keeps
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metadata in place

Touchstones
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Broad enough to capture all
Specific enough to define what
must be preserved
Eliminate technical language
Cite applicable statutes
Write for the judge who might
rule later

What if there is destruction?
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30(b)6 records custodian deposition
Request for production of records
retention policy
Request for access to server to verify
destruction
Intent is the key
Motion in limine?

V. Subpoenas to
Social Media Sites
for Trial
ROBERT J. KASIETA
KASIETA LEGAL GROUP, LLC
RJKASIETA@KASIETA.COM
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Stored Communications
Act
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18 USC §§2701-2712



Anchored in Fourth Amendment



Protects social media companies
from discovery

Crispin v. Christian Audigier,
Inc.
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717 F. Supp. 2d. 965 (C.D. Cal. 2010)



First SCA case to deal with subpoena to social
media platforms



Plaintiff alleges unauthorized use of Plaintiff’s art



Defendant subpoenaed Facebook, Myspace,
and Media Temple



Protected either as Electronic Communication
Service (ECS) or Remote Computing Service (RCS)

So, what’s a litigation
to do?
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Get the social media data from
the subscriber, not the provider



Combine discovery with
preservation letters



Employ informal discovery

VI. ADMISSIBILITY OF SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTS AT TRIAL
Frances Crockett Carpenter
Law Office of Frances Crockett
925 Luna Circle NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
505.314.8884
frances@francescrockettlaw.com

Cases to Consider
• Telewizja Polska USA, Inc. v. Echostar Satellite Corp., 2004 WL
2367740 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 15, 2004)
– Denying motion in limine to exclude exhibit of what website looked
like on various dates
– “To the extent these images are being introduced to show the images
and text found on the websites, they are not statements at all – and
thus fall outside the ambit of the hearsay rule.’ . . . Moreover, the
contents of Polksa’s website may be considered an admission by a
party-opponent, and are not barred by the hearsay rule.” (Citations
omitted.)

• United States v. Siddiqui, 235 F.3d 1318 (11th Cir. 2000) (finding
emails between defendant and witness were “non-hearsay
admitted to show [Defendant’s] and [Witness’s] relationship and
custom of communicating by email.”)
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Cases to Consider
• Univ. of Kansas v. Sinks, 565 F. Supp. 2d 1216 (D. Kan. 2008)
– Plaintiff sought to admit comments from “weblog” (blog) to show
actual confusion of customers and “consumers’ belief that defendants’
products … degrade the goodwill and positive associations of [Plaintiff]
and its trademarks.”
– Admissible for that purpose
– “The Court intends to be diligent in only considering the weblog
evidence to prove the state of mind of the declarants.”
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Cases dealing with 801(d)(2): Opposing Party’s
Statement (Admission by Party Opponent)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Magiera v. City of Dallas, 389 Fed. Appx. 433 (5th Cir. 2010):
Plaintiff accused employer of retaliation for reporting sexual harassment
Plaintiff relied in part on text message from another officer relating that Plaintiff’s
superiors stated that they were denying her ability to participate in certain training
because of the lawsuit
Plaintiff asserted message was non-hearsay admission by party opponent
Circuit Court Agreed
Message from Sergeant White to Plaintiff:
“I was told by [W]oodbury that [B]arnard said you had a law suit against the city and
you shouldn’t [sic] train because of the suit.”
Analysis:
“Lieutenant Barnard’s statement, if true, is admissible under the party-opponent
exception because Lieutenant Barnard was speaking in the course of his employment.
[Plaintiff] asserts-and the City does not dispute-that Woodbury and White were tasked
with assigning eligible officers to particular FTO shifts. Therefore, their discussion
regarding why [Plaintiff] was prohibited from training may be considered ‘a matter
within the course of their agency or employment,’ rather than mere water-cooler
gossip.”

EXCEPTIONS TO HEARSAY
Present Sense Impression: Canatxx Gas Storage Ltd. v. Silverhawk
Capital Partners, LLC., 76 Fed. R. Evid. Serv. 500 (S.D. Tex. 2008)
• Email stated: “Guys- Rob Blackmon just called …”
• Supporting affidavit stated email was sent “[a]s soon as”
conversation was finished
• Email found admissible as present-sense impression
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EXCEPTIONS TO HEARSAY
Excited Utterance
• State v. Ford, 279 Neb. 453 (Neb. 2010)
• Defendant accused of rape, “primary issue” at trial was question of
consent
• Victim sent text message approximately ten minutes after rape
stating that she had just been raped by the defendant
• Admitted at trial as excited utterance
• State v. Hinojosa, 2013 WL 476825 (Ariz. Ct. App. Feb. 6, 2013)
• Teenager present when fight broke out texted mother stating that
the defendant stabbed the victim
• Teenager was allowed to testify regarding the text message and its
content under the excited utterance exception
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EXCEPTIONS TO HEARSAY
State of Mind
• D.J.M. v Hannibal Pub. School Dist. #60, 647 F.3d 754 (8th Cir. 2011)
• Following internet chat in which student expressed potential for violence
at school, participant in chat and adult aware of chat emailed principal
regarding their concerns
• District court concluded that statements were relevant to whether
reactions were those of reasonable persons and admissible under “state
of mind” exception
• State v. Vogt, 2013 WL 310343 (Kan. Ct. App. Jan. 18, 2013)
• Audio recording of voicemail messages left by defendant convicted of
arson admissible because they were “probative of motive” and “relevant
to show [Defendant’s] state of mind:”
• “In your house b*tch, what are you going do now? … B*tch, that’s why
your house is down there burning.”
• Also admissible as an admission by party opponent
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EXCEPTIONS TO HEARSAY
State of Mind
“Police Lesson: Social Network Tools Have Two Edges” NY TIMES, 4/6/11
Officer Trey Economidy of the Albuquerque police now realizes that he should
have thought harder before listing his occupation on his Facebook profile as
“human waste disposal.” I was able to impeach him on this issue during the
course of trial in the Ellis v. City of Albuquerque trial. It also is what opened the
door to Bacon allowing the production of his Facebook pages as well as the
shooter Brett Lampris-Tremba’s Facebook pages.
“The Officer Who Posted Too Much on MySpace”– NY TIMES, 3/10/09
– MySpace Mood on Day Before Trial: “Devious”
– Facebook Status a Few Weeks Before Trial: “Vaughan is watching ‘Training Day’ to brush
up on proper police procedure.”
– Comments about video clips of arrests:
– “If he wanted to tune him up, he should have delayed cuffing him.”
– “‘If you were going to hit a cuffed suspect, at least get your money’s worth ‘cause now
he’s going to get disciplined’ for a relatively light punch.’”
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EXCEPTIONS TO HEARSAY
Alibi
“Facebook status update provides alibi”- CNN.COM 11/12/09
– “11:49 PM at Father’s home: 19-year-old Rodney Bradford updates Facebook
Status
– 11:50 PM 12 miles away: Two men mugged at gunpoint
– Bradford is picked out of lineup, charged with robbery in first degree, sent to
Rikers Island
– Evidence of Facebook update presented as alibi evidence
– DA subpoenaed Facebook for documentation which confirmed the alibi
– After two weeks in jail, case dismissed
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EXCEPTIONS TO HEARSAY
Credibility
Targonski v. City of Oak Ridge, 2012 WL 2930813 (E.D. Tenn. July 18, 2012)
– Plaintiff’s Deposition Testimony: “I’m a Christian and I strive really hard to be a
moral person. So for someone to start thinking of me as someone who has
orgy parties at my house while my son is home, that’s severely humiliating to
me.”
– Plaintiff’s Facebook:
– Discussing desire for a female friend to join her “naked in the hot tub”
– Discussing “naked twister”
– Discussing “female orgies involving plaintiff, Cassie Bridges, and others, to be
filmed by plaintiff’s husband
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EXCEPTIONS TO HEARSAY
Mens Rea
People v. Harris, No. 2011NY080152 (N.Y. Crim. Ct. 2012)
– Defendant was arrested during Occupy Wall Street protests for marching onto
Brooklyn Bridge (with others)
– D.A. subpoenaed Twitter records, including content
– D.A. argued tweets could reveal whether Defendant was aware that police had
ordered demonstrators not to march across the bridge
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